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A b strac t ' A simple Monte Carlo procedure is described lor simulating the multiple scalteimg and absorption ol electrons with 
dclinile mi dent energy in the range ol keV up to 20 MeV, moving perpendicular or at a derinilc angle through one slab, or two adjacent 
slabs of u itoimly-dislributed material ot given atomic number, density and thickness The simulation is based on a Screened Rutherford 
ion and lieihe continuous energy-loss equation Programs were written in FORTRAN to determine scattering, backscaltcnng, 
and absorption coelficicnis, providing the user with a graphical output of the electron trajectories The results of several 
inulatioiis arc presented by using vaiious numbers of elections The program is used to analyze the relation between the energy and the 
ingc ol election in the slab, the scattering, backscaltering, absorption, transmis,sion coefficients and the angular distribution The 
chnique has been applied to the transpoit properties of the electron through body tissue, bone and water slab by dividing media into 
several parts of different materials Comparisons show that the results arc in good agreement with the MCNP code within the range ot 
energy considered and with the experimental data ol Linear Electron Accelerator of Imam-Reza Hospital in Mashhad, Iran
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1. Monte Carlo method
The Monte Carlo is a numerical method for simulating 
complex statistical {e g particle transport) or non-statistical 
(f' g integration) problems. When we are dealing with 
multi-parameter problems or those in which there is not an 
analytical solution, this method has been used frequently 
[1] The mam idea is to propose a statistical model, which 
IS compatible with the problem or the problem is simulated 
exactly The construction of random parameters is based 
on particular niles from which the phenomenon is sampling 
several times.
The advantage of this method is the ability of solving 
complex problems And the main disadvantage is having a 
huge number of computations and consequently, a long 
run-time of computer program, namely, to increase one 
digit to our result, the Ume consumption increases hundred 
times.
Corresponding Author
The random number is between 0 and 1, and it is used 
in all interactions to determine which kind of interactions 
(absorption, elastic scattering, etc.) takes place, how much 
energy is lost, what the direction of the particle is (in 
scattering), etc.
In this section, a brief basic description of the Monte 
Carlo method will be given The following description 
gives the method of sampling of a collision along a track 
The free path length L of an electron (i.e distance 
between successive collisions) is a random vanable. The 
probability p{L)dL of occurrence of a collision between L 
and L + dL along its path is -
p(L)dL = e“‘"'V ,dL. (1)
where fl
‘J, = , (2)
J
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<J, = the total macroscopic cross section, or the probability 
of interaction in the unit length of the particle path 
N, = number of atoms per unit volume 
iJt = the differential cross section 
Now, suppose a random number as ^ in the interval of 
(0,1) .
Jo
It then follows that
L = -  — l n ( l - 0 .
(3)
(4)
But, as (1 -  IS distributed in the same interval as 
it may be replaced by (^) Then we obtain a well-known 
expression for the distance between collisions
L = ----- ln (0 (5)
The total macroscopic cross section is
O’, = + O'., (6)
where (T„ and tr, are the macroscopic absorption and 
scattering cross sections, respectively; then (cr,/<7,) 
indicates the probability of scattering while {(tJ<j ,) 
represents the probability ot absorption Now, having 
produced the random number the program can determine 
the kind of interaction that one interacting electron 
undergoes
If (CT,j/fT, ) < (^  < 1 , we suppose that a scattering 
interaction could take place, and if 0>  ^ ) then
an absorption interaction occurs.
In order to determine the interacting atom with the 
random number ^ within interval (0,1), the k-lh atom is 
chosen as the collision atom In this case, p^_, < 4 < P*
where Pk =
The angles and the energies of the incoming electrons 
after collisions are determined similarly. The cosine of the 
scattering angle is sampled from energy-dependent angular 
distribution formula for each collision
2. Physics of electron interactions with matter
The transport and penetration of electrons in matter in the 
energy range of interest involve interactions which result 
either in direct energy losses or scattering, or a 
combination of both The most important interactions 
include elastic nuclear scattering off a nucleus (Coulomb
scattering), inelastic interactions with orbital electrons and 
radiative collisions with both nuclei and orbital electrons 
The mode of interaction is largely determined by the 
energy of the passing electron and the distance of electron 
approach to the atom (or nucleus) with which it interacts 
(called impact parameter)
2. / Energy losses o f electron
Collisions which lead to direct energy loss by passing 
electron are of primary interest, since such events give 
rise to direct deposition of energy, and hence an absorbed 
dose In the irradiated medium, the energy losses usually 
take place m small increments, and an electron must 
therefore suffer many collisions before it loses all its 
energy A 10 MeV electron will undergo some 100000 
interactions before coming to rest 7\vo pnncipally different 
energy loss processes may occur (a) Collision losses 
and (b) Radiation losses. The fundamental difference 
between the above processes is that the collision loss 
involves the outer atomic electrons, while the radiation 
losses involve the atomic nucleus [2].
2 11 Collision losses ■
The electron may suffer collisional energy-loss in cither of 
two processes atomic excitation and loni/ation The 
probability for a given type of collision depends upon the 
energy of the passing electron and the atomic number of 
the medium in which the collision takes place If the 
closest approach to the atom ot the passing electron is 
large compared with the dimension of the atom, the atom 
responds as a whole to the variable force exerted upon it 
by the passing electron Such an interaction results in an 
excitation of the atom. For these relatively distant collisions, 
the magnetic force is of secondary importance, since it 
varies inversely proportional to the third power of the 
distance, whereas the Coulomb force vanes inversely 
proportional to the square of distance. During the 
excitation, an electron from an inner shell is moved to an 
outer orbit The energy required to do this is only a few 
eV and consequently, the energy loss of the impinging 
electron is small. The excited atom dissipates the excess 
energy by emitting visible radiation if the medium is a 
gas, whilst in a solid material, the excess energy is 
imparted to the medium in the form of heal.
The cross section for the excitation and ionization 
type of collisions is large. For energies of the order of a 
few MeV, these are the major mechanisms of energy 
degradation experienced by electron beams. It is because
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of the almost continuous loss of energy in multiple 
inieraclions of this type that the primary electron beam 
has an almost precise range in a medium.
2 1 2 Radiation lo<ises
fhe energy lost by the electron into radiation is high if 
ihe distance of the electron’s closest approach to the 
atom IS smaller than the atomic radius If this happens, 
ihe incident electron will, under the influence ol the 
nuclear Coidomb field, be deflected fiom its trajectory 
with a loss of cncigy. The loss of eneigy will be emitted 
in Ihe lorm of electromagnetic radiation, known as 
Hremssirahlung This is a fundamental process for 
pioduciion of continues X-rays with energy up to maximum 
kinetic energy ol the passing electron This collision 
icsults m the production of electromagnetic radiation and 
the deflection of the incident electron fiom its original 
path At high energy, the phenomena accompanying the 
Bienisstrahlung production are quite complicated The 
energy loss due to the production of Bremsstrahlung 
pluitoiis of frequency v per electron path length d.x is 
given by
dl- ^.-,2 N 2, -4 Z  -r:hv„  
ch 137 ‘
183
(7)
where Z is the atomic number, N is the number of nuclei 
pet unit volume of material, r, is the classical radius of the 
electron, h is Plank’s constant, and v is the frequency of 
the Biemsstrahlung. I ’his expression is approximate and 
lid foi eneigy E »  i e for the case where the
sueening of the nucleus by the outer electrons is taken 
into account. The angulai distribution of the 
Biemsstrahlung is of importance ‘ For low incident electron 
energy {E«mc^), the maximum intensity is in the direction 
perpendicular to the direction of the electron motion At 
very high energy {E »m c^), the average angle of the 
quantum emission relative to the incident electron is 0 = 
Iwf'V-f, and is thus independent of the energy of the 
nitted photons.
The rate of the energy loss by a radiation collision per 
tom IS proportional to Z-, and per electron ~Z. Thus, 
oinpared to the water of Z ^ lA l,  the radiation loss Z* in 
ny higher atomic number material will be larger by a 
■tcior of Z/7 42 Consequently, energy loss per gram per 
quare cm depends on Z. In addition, Bremsstrahlung 
roduction with the atomic electron (not nuclear field) is 
l^ >o possible While the electron-nucleus Bremsstrahlung 
proportional to Z^, but the electron-electron
Bremsstrahlung to Z, The latter effect is therefore only 
important for low Z material and at extreme relativistic 
energies
Another form of electromagnetic radiation emission 
during a pa.ssage of electrons through a medium is the 
terenkov light. This effect is the result of electrical 
polarization of the insulate medium which occurs during 
the passage of relativistic electrons The depolarization of 
target molecules causes the emission ol visible light along 
Its path The effect is appreciable only for relativistic 
velocities, but not more than a few percents
2 2 Stopping power
Information about the manner in which the charged 
particles, such as electrons, lose their energy along their 
tracks during the passage through matter, is presented in 
the form of a quantity called stopping power The linear 
stopping power is defined as dE/dl, or dTIdx, where dE 
or dT is the fraction of energy which an electron loses 
during Its passage through a medium along an increment 
of path dl or dx In many applications, a Mass Stopping 
Power IS used by relating dE/dl to the physical density 
of target p  With the stopping power S in MeV cm"‘, 
conversion to (S/p), m MeV g-‘ cm“^  is done by density 
in g cm“‘\  We have to consider separately the collision 
stopping power due to inelastic collisions with atomic 
electrons of the medium resulting m excitations and 
ionizations, and the radiation stopping power due to the 
electron interaction with the electnc field of the nucleus 
resulting in the production of Bremsstrahlung, and then 
evaluate the Total Mass Stopping Power of the medium
[3] Figure 1 shows the relative contribution of the
Figure 1, Relaiive cuniributions of ihe coilisionul und rudmiive losses 
fur water, bone and letid, tor u wide runge of electron beam energies
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colliMniKil and radiaiiVL“ losses for water, bone and lead, 
tor a wide range of cICLlron beam energies It is seen that 
Lollisional losses are dom inant in the low energy lange, 
and the radiative losses becoming of comparable magnitude 
at about 10 MeV for high /  materials In contrast with 
colliMOnal losses, which show a minimum between 1 and 
2 MeV, radiative losses increase linearly with electron 
energy
2d  Scartcrinf^ p r o i c w c s  '
Anothei important aspect ol election iiileiactions with 
atoms, apart lioin ericigy losses, is the change in the 
diiection of the election motion leading to scattering 
hlection scattering plays an important role within and at 
the homogeneity boundaries, strongly alfccting the local 
dose distribution, w'hich may lead to serious distribution 
disioition and even over dosage One has to distinguish 
between single and multiple scattering processes Single 
scattering lesults m a laige angular deHeclion ol the 
election, wheieas small-angle deflections are associated 
with multiple scattering The intermediate case is known 
as plural scattering Two interaction processes are 
particulaily impoitaiit in scattering mieraciions of the 
passing election with the Coulomb field of the nucleus, 
and electron-election collisions. These two scattering cross 
sections aie both laige and pointed in the lorward diiection, 
resulting m a laige number ot small-angle scattering 
. tiu all du
in the medium 11 these inteiactions involve an atomic 
election, a secondary knock-on (delta lay) electron may 
he produced and a sigmlicant part of the passing election 
energy can he transferred to the target Scaltciing in the 
nuclear Coulomb field involves, in most cases, a negligible 
eueigy tiansler, since the mass of the target nucleus is so 
much greater than that ol the electron
2.4 I ia c k \ ia iU ’nni{
When a beam o( elections impinges on a solid target, 
most of the electrons penetrate into the target, but a 
proportion ol them retunis back to the surface and escape 
into space. Most ol incident electrons suffered elastic or 
inelastic collisions or both and were backscattcred ‘Up- 
Stream’ towaids the source of the primary beam.
Ii has been established, m the experimental studies of 
hackscatlcnng carried out so far, that the intensity of the 
backscatteied electrons mcicases with increasing atomic 
number and decreases with increasing beam energy Both 
these relationships are nonlinear. In addition, the thickness
of the target material influences the scatlenng, the first 
layers of the scattering material contributing most to the 
effect. The general relationship between the quantities 
which affect backscaitcring is illustrated in Figure 2 [4] 
To explain the experimental backscattermg results, Archard 
[51 proposed a theory which is based on two existing 
theories, dilfusion and large-angle single Rutherford 
scatlenng, since only the combination of both offered
0 1 10 10 100 
Energy (MeV)
Fixture 2 . VjruUon of cleciron baLksi alter with aiomu. number and 
beam energy
agreement with experiment The diffusion and large single 
elastic scattering involve dillerenl mechanisms but arc, in 
this context, regarded as complementary rather than 
conliadictory These theories predominate for high and ; 
low atomic numbers, respectively.
j
Aichard assumed, in his approach, that a beam o t" 
elections suffers, at the beginning of its travel in the  ^
medium, collisions with energy los.ses only, but very little i 
scattering Thus, it moves m an almost straight line 
the energy decreases with depth, scattering will become 
moie important, until finally the stage of diffusion is 
reached where the direction of motion becomes completel) 
random It can be assumed with approximation that there 
IS a direct transition Irom a ‘straight’ motion into diffusion 
Dethe [21 defined the depth of penetration I  
corresponding to the transition depth in complete diffusioni 
as the depth at which the average cosine between tliej 
actual direction of motion and the direction of the prima’^j 
beam becomes I (angle of 68.4) Archard deduced fronj 
this that the ratio of the depth of complete diffusion 
the full range X of the electron i.s X^f! X^ -  40/7Z  
follows that in targets of low Z the ratio X.ilXr is grealf| 
than in targets of high Z, and hence, electrons can trav<
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laige distances, having plenty of opportunity for single 
elastic collisions to take place Under these circumstances, 
ihe probability of scattering is low, which results in a low 
buckscatter coefficient In low aiomic number materials, 
ihc backscatlercd electrons are therefoK; the result of 
multiple Rulherford-ty|ie collisions
I'veihart [61 deduced a backscaltcring coefficient for a 
single clastic scatter collision •
R, = ( « - ! +  0.5")/(« + 1),
where
= Z/16 In (0 l74Vo/Z)
(8)
(9)
3’he single clastic backscaller coefficient R is thus given 
as A function of and Z, The quantity Vo icprcsenls the 
energy expressed in volts, Vo = E/e, but the coefficient is 
alinosi encigy independent. As the atomic number uses, 
the lalio X,,IX^ falls At high Z, it is small, electrons 
Ikloiik dilluscd almost immediately and the probability 
fui huge single elastic scattering is vciy low Thus, tor 
high Z matciials, diflusion is piedominant The high 
piobability (oi multiple collisions increases tlic number ol 
h.it k^callclcd elettrons capable ol escaping fiom the 
sumcicr, and thus the backscattered coefficient is high 
loi large atomic number scattereis.
Aichaid |5] deduced for this region, a backscatlcrmg 
coelfluent given by R = { I Z  -  80)/(14Z -  80) There arc, 
thcicfoic, thiec domains m the composite thcoiy one m
l.ihlr I. Ucmcnial compoMUoiis ot hotly ii>,sul compoiicnl
which the diffusion theory predominates (high Z) and a 
second (low Z) where the Rutherloid single scattering 
picdommatcs In between, there is clearly a transitional 
region, which is the most difficult to treat theoretically 
Archard has shown that the exfierimeiital data fit reasonably 
well to the scatteiiiig matciial is concerned The 
dependence on the electron energy, which was shown to 
exist in the case of high-encigy electrons, was not given 
consideration m his treatment of backscattermg,
As we will be dealing with both metals and biological 
materials, to unify oui approach, an average atomic mass 
numhei is delined for biological materials, instead of 
considering the sepaiatc compositions 14).
The elemental composition ol body tissues 
components, the mass attenuation coefficients (or mass 
stopping powers) m biological materials and the effective 
atomic numbers m biological matciials, for electrons, and 
photons, with diffcicnt energies aie shown in Tables I- 
3, respectively 17)
3. Method of calculaliun
In this paper, wc consider electrons with encigy m the 
range of KeV iipto 20 MeV, The essential factors which 
wc need to solve the problem, aic ; (a) determination ol 
energy lost during scattering event, (h) differential 
scattering cross section, which characterizes the scatteimg 
process and (c) determination of the distance between 
scattering events
M C N O Na
Hone 3 4 15 5 4,2 43 5 0 1
SplCL'Il 10-3 1 1 3 3 2 74 1 0 1
Liver 111 3 15 6 2 7 70 1 0 2
Muscle 10 1 17 1 3 6 68 1 0 1
Mucin 4 8 34 3 - 60 9 -
Wulcr 1 1 2 - - 88 8 -
lu h le  2. Muss ullenunlion cocIfiuLMns or 
limlogic,)] matmuls
mass slopping powers in
1 5 10 20 50 MeV
Bone 1 675 1 896 2 163 2 589 3 735
Muscle 1,870 2 098 2 345 2 721 3 628
i.ivcr 1 875 2 104 2 354 2 731 3 644
Spleen 1 877 2 112 2 366 2 749 3 672
Mucin 1 750 1 950 2 176 2 526 3 393
Water 1 902 2 155 2 420 2 819 3 768
Ms
It) 3 
0 3 
0 3 
1) 2
0 3 
0 2 
0 3 
0 3
0 2 
0 2 
0 1
0 3 
0 3 
U 4
3.1 Collisional loss ‘
There is an expression, derived by Bcthe [2] which gives 
me kinetic energy lost by a relativistic electron as il 
passes through the matter of length dx.
d£
’ dx '
27iN„r/m^,c‘3 + F{X) ( 10)
In the above equation, T is the kinetic energy of the
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Table 3. hlfcciivc Jlomiunumbers in biological malcrials, for cfcclrons 
and phmuns with dilfcrcnt energies
Spleen
Pholons
nieclrons
He ions
Pholons
ricLlrons
He ions
Photons
LIcLirniis
He ions
Pholons
PJcLlrons 
He ions 
Pholons 
Kletlrons 
He ions 
Pholons 
N lc Irons 
He ions
6 0 
6 0 
*5 1 
3 4 
1  ^
3 3 
3 4 
3 S 
3 3 
3 4 
3 5
3 3
4 b 
4 6 
4 5 
1 3 
3 4 
3 2
6 3 
6 3 
5 4 
3 6 
3 7 
3 4 
3 6 
3 7 
3 4 
3 () 
3 7
3 4
4 7
5 0 
4 6 
3 5 
3 7 
3 3
6 7 
6 4 
5 5 
3 H 
3 9 
3 2 
3 K 
3 9 
3 I 
3 H 
3 9
3 2
4 9
5 1 
4 4 
3 7 
3 9 
3 I
7 1 
6 6 
5 5 
4 0 
4 1
3 2
4 1) 
4 I
3 2
4 0
4 I
3 2
5 1 
5 2
4 4 
4 0 
4 I 
3 2
7 5 
6 7 
5 5 
4 4 
4 3
3 3
4 3 
4 1
3 3
4 4
4 4 
3 3
3 3
5 5
4 4 
4 3 
4 3 
3 2
-  0 1535 MeV cm" gi
and
-(2T + l ) l n 2
ra A
4/V„r/a = 0 00138 MeV cm" gr­
and
f  (Z) = fl -1 (1 -  )-' + 0 202 -  0 0039£7^  
+ 0 0083£/-‘ +0 002a‘*].
Here, o = Z/137
The total energy loss the electron through matter will 
be as
dT ^
Jlcu il I  Jracl.BOm, I  j e r
(16)
3 .3  S c a t te r in g  c r o s s  s e c t io n
For calculating the scattering cross section, wc use the 
screened Rutherlord cross section |9], as
dcT _ Z ( Z  + l y '  ^ 1
clQ p 'V (1 -c o s0  + 2«J"
(17)
where = 0 25 -
P
and A,, = - - , m which
0 885fl,
«o is the Bohr radius
If we integrate on all of solid angle, we have the total 
cross section as
;rZ(Z + l)e‘^
electron, ni,. is the electron rest mass, N„ is the Avogadro 
number, and Z is the atomic numbei. A, atomic mass of the 
target, /, average ionization potential, r, is the electron 
energy on in^c‘ unit We have
(7, = (18)
3 4 reternwuilion of events interval .
If we assume that the attenuation has an exponential 
form, the mean fiee-iuth of electron is given by
(II)
( 12)
A =
1 ()2li^i{\ + Iia )A 'r
Z{Z + \)f)
where P^gr en r^j is the taiget density
(19)
(T + 1)'^
3 2 Radiative loss
The loss of energy due to radiation of incident electron 
with kinetic energy within the limit
m. c ■ «  T «  1 I t l i n j  " IS |g |
ln - ? ^ ^ - 0  3 3 -F (Z )  I (13)
T (MeV) IS the kinetic energy of incident electron, and 
' = |i3 7  . where
(14)
(15)
4. Geometrical calculations
Let us consider the path of a typical electron as it moves 
through the medium and undergoes a succession of 
scatterings, whereby it changes from some initial direction 
to some other direction. A typical electron path is 
illustrated in Figure 3 The extent of its redirection is 
determined by the magnitudes of the scattering angle 0 
and the azimuthal angle (f> We assume that after the 
election moves stjme characteristic distances m a given 
direction, it encounters a scattering centre The scattering 
deflects the electron by an angle 6 relative to its current 
direction of travel, with the differential scattering cross 
section in essence determining 0 The azimuthal angle 0 
IS assumed to be a uniformly distributed random angle 
between 0 and 2;r rad at each scattering event Since the 
direction of the velocity of the electron changes at each
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scjttenng event by an amount relative to its current 
direction, there are clearly two important frames of 
reference to consider (i) Laboratory frame, which is ngidly 
altached lo the slab Figure 4 is viewed by an observer
I'lKure 3 A typical elcclroii palh
the direction of the electron is defined by a unit vector 
v„ specified by 0„, relative lo axes fixed to in the 
laboratory frame. The scattering angles ^and 0 are defined 
in the scattering frame which uses v„ to define z ' axis. 
The electron travels in the direction v„ until it undergoes 
a scattering defined by the scattering angle 0 The new 
diiection ol the electron in the laboratory frame is defined 
by the unit vector v„+i Now, we want lo find and 
in terms of 0„, 0„, 0, and 0 (the azimuthal scattering 
angle)
According (o Figure 4, we have
v„ = sin0„cos<iJ„i + sin(?„sin0„7 + cosO„k, (20)
v„+i = sin6<,+ icos0„+ii + sin0„+|Sin0„+ij + cos65,+ifc,
(21)
= sin^cos^i' + sin0 sin^7 ' + cos0k', (22)
where i ' , J \  and k '  refer lo scattering fiame of reference 
We choose to connect the scattcimg frame (piimed) to 
the laboratory frame (unprirned) as :
k '= V n . (23)
j '  = v„ y. k!\v„ X 1^ = v„ X ife/sin<9, (24)
or
J ' = sin6{, I -  ^\i\0J, (25)
J ' y k '  = (k -  cos^„v„)/sin<9„ (2^)
A little algebra then gives
k = cos^„+i= cos^l.cos^ + sin6(,sin^7cos^, (27) 
t'/i+i >’«i = cos^ = cos6i,cos6?,+i + sin6(,
X sin0„.HCOs((2)„+,- 0„), (28)
F'iKuic 4 l.abur.ilory funie of reference
'•iliing in such a frame (ii) Scatleriig frame which co- 
rnoves with the electron This frame undergoes many 
sudden relative changes m its reference directions. There 
one such re-oricntalion after each scattering event 
"'nice we arc interested in such questions as how many 
electrons from a given group are transmitted, how many 
arc backscattered, and how many are absorbed by the 
maierial, it is most convenient to use'the laboratory frame 
as the lundamental frame of reference, whereas the 
questions concerning how many electrons cross various 
material boundaries are simple to answer in the scattering 
Iriime, or frame attached to the material, since the medium 
I'* at rest
Now, we try to present the geometrical connection 
'eiween these two frames of reference At a given step.
cos(^„+i -  0„) = (cos^ -  cos^„cos(?„+i)/ 
(sin(?„sm^„+i) (29)
5. Simulation procedure
For simplicity, we follow one electron through one 
scattering event. The initial electron’s direction of moticn 
IS given by v„ (0„, 0„) and its kinetic energy is Tn. An 
elastic scattering event occurs which defines the angles 
0 and 0. The old (t?„, 0„) and the scattering angles {0, 
0) serve to define the direction given by v„+i (<9„+i, 0„ \^). 
The electron conlinucs travelling through the target 
material, ionizing atoms and losing energy for some path 
length, until it undergoes another elastic scattering.
The normalized probability that the electron scatters 
through an angle 0 is given by ;
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F(0)-- dQ{dG/ctQ)
(I
(l+2fl„-cosO )
cos6# - 1 - -
1 + W„-TO)
Thus.
(30)
(31)
Since we considci unpoLin/cd elcclrons, ihere is no other 
direction in space to lix the angle (/>, hence, it can be any 
angle between 0 and I n  In order to geneiale {0, (f>), we 
now chcx)se two random numbeis Rq and R^ between zero 
and one. Then 0 and (!> aie determined by
cos 0 “ 1 -
2I\,R,
following relations ;
) = 2nR.. coi,0 = l - -
* l + flo -«o
4(h step conversion of scattering frame of reference to 
Lab frame
cos(^(,+i) = cos^„ COS0 + sin6)„sin(7cos( ,^
X tan(^„+i -  = sin6?,sin^?sm0/
X (cos6) -  cos(?„cos^ y„+,)
5th step detcriTiination of next collision point 
s„ - - A ln [ l - P ( . s j ]
-A In R^ -1 02fl(,(Z?o*» l)AT,r \n R,ipm)
\^ B ,- R o
0 =■- 2nR,, (32)
The distance the election travels befoic having the next 
clastic collision, can be chosen to be the mean Irec-path 
(A) or by a logaiilhmic distribution of path lengths In the 
logarithmic case, the path-length between collisions is 
found by assuming an exponential attenuation of the 
election beam 11 N(s) is the number ol electrons which 
persist aJtcr a path-length (j), with initial values A)(0), 
then ’
iV(s) = ^(0) exp (-.s/A) (33)
The probability that an electron inlcraels after travelling 
a distance \ is
/J(^) = 1^(0) -N{s)\IN{{)) = 1 -  cxp(-s/A) (34)
Hence,
s = -  A In 11 -  P(s)l (35)
By choosing a landom numbci (/^J, between 0 and for I, 
for |1 - P(s)l, since P{s) is between 0 and 1 wc can then 
find a path length (s) tiavelled by the electron it means 
by choosing a random number /?,, wc can find the path 
length travelled by the electron. The cneigy lost by the 
electron in each collision is simply Uken as (dTlds)s R„ 
represents the position vector of the electron in the 
laboratory frame bclore the ;i-th scattering and T„ 
represents the kinetic energy of the electron for the «-th 
scattering The following steps were undertaken m the 
program
1st step ' given 0„)
2nd step . generate random number ( R ,^, R0, /?,).
3rd step determination of random .scattering anglc.s by
Z(Z + J)p
6th step = /f,,-I-.s,, (sin cos0„ .^|i
+ sin f)„ |^ sm0 , , . ,+  sin
7th step • 7,h I = /’, -
Htli step )^„^ .| 0,ni —>
9tli step check the following conditions
(a) Is electron trailsnittcd'^ II yes. inclement /V„.,ns,i,iik,i by
one and go to next election, < - A^ifans ’
(b) IS electron backscatleied across matciial boundary'^ II 
yes, inucmcnt A^iutksL.mcr by one and go to next election
(^ haLk'^ ,,ui  ^ i^MLkscjll "^0
(c) Is electron kinetic energy less than 0 5 keV^ If yes, 
increment Af'ahsorhoi by one and go to next electron,
( ^ jlisorp  ^ i^ibwtrp  ^)
(d) If none of these checks are passed, then go to (1st) 
step.
lOth step . when all electrons have been followed. i 
compute .
R = number backscatlercd clectrons/numbcr of incideiu | 
electrons.
T = number of transmitted clectrons/number of incident | 
electrons
A = number of absorbed eicctron.s/number of incident|  
electrons
5. Results and discussion
The procedure explained in Section 4 was employed fo'
Monte Carlo simulation o f electron transport in metallic and biological materials 735
ihe liansport of electrons (of different energies and 
incidence angles) through different solids and biological 
materials (of different types and thicknesses)
In Figure 5. the tracks of 10 electrons of 8 MeV 
energy passing through Aluminium at 45 degree incidence 
jiigle arc shown In Figures 5 and 6, the same energy
elections were tracked while passing through bone-tissue 
interface
The tracks given m Figures 5 and 6 are qualitatively 
well-compatible with those published by Williamson et al 
flOI and also they are quantitatively in agreement with the 
calculations made by N-particlc transport Monte Carlo 
code, MCNP [III, as shown in Figure 7.
Kinurc 5 ten iracks of 10 L'lecirons passing ihrough Al al 45 degree 
inLuiL iih il ane ic
Figure 6 Ten iraeks ot 10 MeV rleclrons pass ng ihrougli tissue lo 
Ininc lit 45 degree incidenlal angle,
l.iblc 4. Lncrgim and ranges oT electrons in dilTercnl matcriaU
P'igurc 7. Penetration depth of 8 MeV elections through Aluminium 
using MCNP
Figure 8 shows the ionization curve (or equivalently 
the relative absorbed dose (%)) of 8 MeV electrons 
produced by the Linear Electron Accelerator of 
Radiotherapy division of Imam Reza Hospital, through 
water versiLS depth (mm) The procedure of electron 
tianspoil explained in Section 4 was also employed for 
this case The overall agreement, as listed in Table 4, with 
both data from Thirumala *‘t al [12], MCNP code and 
experimental results of Imam Reza
Hospital electron LINAC is acceptable due to the 
relatively small relative errors
Muicnal Mean range (cm) Mean range (cm) Mean range (cm) Mean range (cm) Energy (N
Imam Reza MCNP results Ref [12] Muntc Carlo method
Elcclrun jcceleralor (This work)
Water 5 55 5 5 (0 9%*) 12
Water 4 R 4 5 4 5 (6 25%) 10
Water 4 1 3 8 (7 32%) 8
Aluminium 2 1 1 9 (10.5%) 12
Aluminium I 9 1 7  ( t o  5 % ) t o
Aluminium * 1 2 8
Lead 1 35 12
Lead 0 35 0 5 0 33 (34%) 10
Lead 0 3 0 25 (16 6%) 8
* The maximum rdulive error of the Monte Carlo results compared with those in Ref 112|, MCNP calculations and experiments undertaken 
al Imam Reza Hospital
736 M F Rahimi and N Ghal-Eh
KlKurr 8. lUHadvc ahsorhcil Jose (%) ol 8 MeV dcclrons passing 
ilirough water, at /cio degiec mticJcnl angle, verwa depth (nun), which 
indicates un equivalent lange ol ‘I cm in water
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